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%'e point out that dichroism in x-ray-emission spectra can be studied in fluorescence experiments

without resolving the chirality of' the emitted radiation, provided the incident photons are circularly po-
larized. We argue that such experiments would be unique probes of metallic magnetism. The efI'ect is
demonstrated in iron using a first-principles calculation based on a fully relativistic multiple-scattering
theory.

PACS numbers: 78.70.En, 75. lO. Lp, 75.25.+z, 78.70.Ck

Currently, the availability of tunable, intense x-ray
sources generates considerable interest in using x rays to
study magnetic phenomena in condensed matter [1]. The
two most promising effects are magnetic-resonance scat-
tering [2,3] and circular dichroism [4-7]. In this Letter
we discuss a novel example of the latter with a close con-
nection to the former.

The experimental discovery by Schutz et al [4] that.
left- and right-handedly polarized photons are absorbed
at different rates near absorption edges has led to consid-
erable efforts to study this phenomenon in magnetic tran-
sition [4-7] and rare-earth [8,9] metals. Noting that this
probe yields potentially very useful information about
magnetism in the empty part of the conduction band, it is

easy to see that the complementary information relating
to the filled part of the band structure, from the analo-

gous dichroism in the emission spectra, would be of in-
terest. I n what follows we propose an experimental
scheme for exploring this hitherto unexamined feature of
the x-ray spectra of solids.

Evidently, the filling of an appropriately prepared core
hole by an electron from a spin-polarized conduction
band will be accompanied by the emission of a photon
with a characteristic state of polarization. Ho~ever,
detecting the polarization of emitted photons in the x-ray
range of frequencies is fraught with considerable experi-
mental dilculties. To avoid these we propose to investi-
gate the x-ray-fluorescence process in which the incident
photons are circularly polarized, but only the frequency
of the emitted photons is detected. As we shall show,
presently, the emission dichroism can be said to be mea-

I

sured by the intensity anisotropy:

r+f
(~ qin ~in, gout ~out

(qin cain qout cuout) t (qin cain qout tuout)

(qin ruin gout taout)+I (qin, tain gout~taunt)

where q;„, co;„gout, and count are the wave vectors and fre-
quencies of the incident and outgoing photons, respective-
ly, and the + and —refer to the state of circular polariza-
tion of the former.

The above application apart, x-ray fluorescence is of
general interest because it is the limiting case of Raman
scattering of photons by electrons [10-12] and hence is
closely related to the magnetic resonance (anomalous)
scattering of photons [2,3]. Hopefully, it will be clear
that the theory we shall present below has direct bearing
on this more general subject as well as on the circular di-
chroism in x-ray emission.

In short, we wish to study the inelastic process depicted
in Fig. 1(a), in which an incident photon, described by
the wave vector q;„, frequency co;„, and polarization index
X (= ~ ), scatters to become an outgoing photon corre-

sponding to q„„&, co,„&, and X' with an electron-hole pair
left behind in the conduction band. It may be helpful to
note that the scattering rate corresponds to the Keldysh
diagram shown in Fig. 1(b). For orientation we also
show the diagram for one of the contributions to the elas-
tic anomalous scattering amplitude f —(q;„,q„„t,co) in

Fig. 1(c). This is the process which governs the phenom-
ena studied by Kao et al. [13]. These two diagrams make
explicit the relationships we have referred to above be-
tween the Raman and anomalous scattering processes. In
the limit where Ace;„—E~ and Ace„„t—E~ are greater
than the core-hole and final-state-hole inverse lifetimes,
I, and I ~, respectively, and Aco;„& E~ —E, & A~, „&, Fig.
1(b) describes ordinary fluorescence. The corresponding
formula works out to be

I'(q;n, ro;n;qo. t, co„«) = » gnA(E, +h, to;n)nA (E, + Aco,„t).1

I ft;
X IM~„A(q. , E, + &to. ) I'XIA'„A (q..t, E.+ &co-t) I'.
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Here A, ., A, and A represent the quantum numbers of the core state, the state to which the initial electron is excited,
and the state of the final conduction-band hole, respectively. nA(E) is the A-projected density of states,

nA(E) = ——„d'r y~ (r) ImG(r, r, E)yA(r), (3)

where G(r, r, E) is the relativistic spin-polarized Green function. The transition matrix element MA, A, (q, E) is given by

MA, A, (q, E„+hai) = d r yA, (E„r)6H& „(r)yA, (E+ Itro, r) .

6H is the electron photon interaction Hamiltonian. Since magnetic-resonance scattering and x-ray dichroism are due to
the combined eff'ect of spin-orbit coupling and the exchange interaction the most straightforward way to proceed is to
use a fully relativistic theory [5]. Thus

6Hq(r) = —ea A(r) = —ea atexp[i(q. r+cot)]+H. c. , (5)

(a)

is discussed in detail by Strange et al. [14]. Furthermore
the core-level wave function y, . (r) and energy E, were.
calculated using the theory and codes of Ebert [15]. Fi-
nally, in all our calculations we have included quadrupole
as well as dipole radiation eff'ects by taking e'q'= 1

where a are the 4X4 Dirac a matrices and right (left) circularly polarized x rays are described by ai =a&(l, i,O)

(ai, =ai(1, —i,0)). Moreover, when Eq. (4) is substituted into (2), y, (r) is a four-component solution to the Dirac
equation corresponding to the initial core state. G(r, r', E) is a 4X4 bispinor Dirac Green function describing the con-

duction band. To calculate the Green function we use the
very efficient, spin-polarized, and relativistic multiple-
scattering Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method of
Strange et al. [14].

Throughout this work we have worked with the (K,m~)

E) quantum numbers. For interpretation of our results it is

more convenient to consider the familiar (l, m, s) repre-
sentation. The relation between the two representations

fl ~ ~ ~
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FlG. l. (a) Schematic representation of the (luorescence
process near the I edge of Fe. (b) The Keldysh diagram which
yields the corresponding transition rate. (c) The Keldysh dia-
gram for the elastic anomalous scattering amplitude.

+iq r in Eq. (5).
Clearly Eq. (2) has a simple interpretation. The ma-

trix elements represent the probability of transitions
occurring and the density-of-states factors represent the
number of states available for the transitions.

Our fully relativistic spin-polarized KKR calculation
yields a band structure which is in good agreement with

that of Fritsche, Noffke, and Eckhardt [16]. For the 2p
core multiplet we find six states split into two groups
separated by some 13 eV and intervals of roughly 0.2 eV
between the levels in each group, as indicated in Fig. l.

We study the case of normal incidence and normal
emission of photons and add the rates of transitions origi-
nating from each of the four states in the upper group of
2p states with equal weight. Without spin polarization
these would be a single fourfold-degenerate 2p state.
Thus the core hole can be said to be created by an Liii
absorption process.

The frequency of the incident photon co;„ is chosen to
excite electrons into the empty part of the exchange-split
d band within 1.3 to 2 eV of E~. This ensures a highly
polarized core hole which will lead to significant di-
chroism in the emission spectra.

The calculated L[t[ Auorescence spectrum of iron for
right-handed circularly polarized incident photons, I+, is

displayed in Fig. 2 as a function of Ej —@co„„&. As ex-
plained above this result is summed over the polarization
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pie "Zeeman-split" one-electron core-level structure of
the kind we calculate here. They deduced an exchange
splitting of 0.3~0.2 eV and 0.5 ~0.2 eV for the 2p'
and 2p components, respectively, values consistent with
our calculated (ground-state) core-level eigenvalues [see
Fig. 1(a)]. This suggests that exchange effects between
the 2p hole and 3d electrons in the excited state are fairly
small. Recently, quantitative calculations of the full 2p
photoemission spectra appear to substantiate this view
[22].

A second piece of evidence for our description of spin-
polarized core levels relates to the spin density at the nu-
cleus. Hyperfine field measurements are in qualitative
agreement with spin-polarized relativistic density-func-
tional calculations [15], as expected for ground-state
properties, although quantitative discrepancies remain.
We believe, therefore, that our core-level solutions of the
local-density-approximation, spin-polarized Dirac equa-
tion constitute a useful basis from which to discuss more
complex spectroscopies such as dichroic fluorescence.

Finally we wish to stress two points. First, it is trivially
easy in the theory to evaluate Eq. (2) and not sum over
the polarization of the outgoing photon. If this could also
be achieved experimentally, even more detailed informa-
tion about the electronic structure could be obtained.
Second, we wish to stress that restricting interest to nor-
mal incidence and normal emission of photons is only a
minor convenience both experimentally and theoretically.
There is much useful information in the variation of DF
with the direction of propagation of both kinds of pho-
tons, i.e., q;„and q„„t. We shall return to these in a fu-
ture publication.
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